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Abstract

This paper presents a region splitting strategy
for physical database design of multidimen�
sional �le organizations� Physical database
design is the process of determining the opti�
mal con�guration of physical �les for a given
set of queries� Recently� many multidimen�
sional �le organizations for supporting mul�
tiattribute access have been proposed in the
literature� However� there has been no e�ort
for their physical database design� We �rst
show that the performance of query process�
ing is highly a�ected by the similarity between
the shapes of query regions and page regions
in the domain space� and then propose a new
region splitting strategy that �nds the opti�
mal con�guration of the multidimensional �le
by controlling the interval ratio of di�erent
axes to achieve the similarity� We also present
the results of extensive experiments using the
multilevel grid �le �MLGF�� a multidimen�
sional �le organization� and various types of
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queries and record distributions� The results
indicate that our proposed strategy builds op�
timal MLGFs regardless of query types and
record distributions� When the interval ratio
of a two�dimensional query region is 	
	���
the performance of the proposed strategy is
enhanced by as much as ��� times over that of
the conventional cyclic splitting strategy� The
performance is further enhanced for the query
types having higher interval ratios� The re�
sult is signi�cant since interval ratios can be
far from 	
	 for many practical applications�
especially when di�erent axes have di�erent
domains�

� Introduction

One of the most important criteria for evaluating
the performance of a database management sys�
tem�DBMS� is e�ciency of query processing� i�e��
how quickly the DBMS can respond to users�
queries� Query processing is the process of retriev�
ing the records that satisfy query conditions from the
database� Physical database design��� �� 	�� is con�
cerned with determining the optimal con�guration of
physical �les and access structures for supporting ef�
�cient query processing���� In this paper we present
a region splitting strategy for physical database de�
sign of multidimensional �le organizations supporting
multidimensional clustering�

The record clustering method stores the records
that are frequently accessed together on the same page
so that the total number of pages accessed in response
to a set of queries is minimized�	��� If the records are
frequently accessed by one attribute� we can maintain
the records in the sorted order of the attribute� In this



case� the clustering property is exclusively owned by
one attribute� On the other hand� if the records are fre�
quently accessed by multiple attributes� we can main�
tain a multidimensional �le that stores similar records
having similar values for the accessed attributes in the
same page� In this case� the clustering property is
shared by multiple attributes� To maintain the cluster�
ing property� the multidimensional �le organizations
adapt to dynamic situations where record insertions
or deletions could cause the domain space to be split
or merged� After each split or merge� the records in a
newly created region are stored on the same disk page�

The way we split the domain space into subregions
to achieve clustering of records is called the region
splitting strategy� One of the most widely used region
splitting strategies is cyclic splitting� which alternately
chooses a di�erent axis to split the domain by a pre�
determined order� The cyclic splitting strategy makes
the divided regions regular hyperrectangles in shape�
and thus makes the clustering property shared by all of
the attributes in the multidimensional �le� Therefore�
we are able to adjust the degree of clustering for each
attribute involved in the clustering by varying the re�
gion splitting strategy� Cyclic splitting is based on the
assumption that the interval sizes of all the attributes
used in the query predicates are the same� In general�
however� the sizes of intervals given by the query pred�
icates are di�erent� thus making the regions nonregu�
lar hyperrectangles in shape� For example� some at�
tributes could be accessed by exact�match predicates�
while others by range predicates� In these cases� the
performance of query processing is degraded due to a
discrepancy between the real and the assumed query
types�

In this paper� we �rst show that the cost of pro�
cessing a query is highly a�ected by the allocation of
the clustering property among di�erent attributes� and
then propose a design algorithm that �nds an optimal
region splitting method based on precollected informa�
tion about the queries�

We �rst prove analytically the optimality of the
proposed method� We then perform extensive experi�
ments using the multilevel grid �le�MLGF��	� 	�� 	���
a dynamic multidimensional �le organization� with
various query types and record distributions� Even
though we use the MLGF for the experiments� our
methodology is applicable to any other kind of multidi�
mensional �le organizations� To the best of our knowl�
edge� there has been no study on physical database
design of multidimensional �le organizations� which is
very important in practical applications� We believe
that the contribution of this paper is new and provides
a new insight in such problems�

This paper is organized as follows� Section �
presents the problem de�nition and some terminology�
Section � analyzes the optimality condition for mini�
mizing the number of page accesses for query process�
ing in two�dimensional �le organizations� Section 
presents a tunable splitting strategy that satis�es this

optimality condition� Section � describes the phys�
ical database design algorithm for N �dimensional �le
organizations containingN organizing attributes� Sec�
tion � presents the results of performance evaluation
of our design method� Finally� Section � summarizes
and concludes the paper�

� Problem De�nition

We �rst de�ne some terminology for further
discussions�	� 	��� A �le is a collection of records�
where a record consists of a list of attributes� A sub�
set of these attributes that determines the placement
of the records in the �le is called the organizing at�
tributes� A �le has a multidimensional organization if
it contains more than one organizing attribute�� We
de�ne the domain space as the Cartesian product of
the domains of all the organizing attributes� We call
any subset of the domain space a region�

Multidimensional �le organizations can be classi�ed
into two categories by the way the boundary value for
splitting the region is determined� One uses record�
oriented splitting�	� �� �� �� 		�� and the other uses
region�oriented splitting�� �� 	�� 	�� 	��� Record�
oriented splitting divides the region into two subre�
gions so that each subregion has the same number of
records� Thus� the boundary value for splitting the re�
gion is dependent on the record distribution� Region�
oriented splitting bisects the region regardless of the
record distribution� Thus� the boundary value for
splitting the region is predetermined independent of
the record distribution�

The fact that the boundary value is predetermined
gives two advantages� First� the �le organization is
not a�ected by the order of record insertions� which
is not the case in record�oriented splitting� Second�
the shape of the regions can be systematically con�
trolled by choosing a splitting strategy� The physical
database design method for multidimensional �le or�
ganizations proposed in this paper takes advantage of
these features of region�oriented splitting�

We de�ne the physical database design for multidi�
mensional �le organizations as the problem of deter�
mining the region splitting strategy to construct an op�
timal multidimensional �le organization� for which the
cost of query processing is minimized for a given query
pattern� Most conventional multidimensional �le or�
ganizations are using cyclic splitting that alternates
di�erent axes to split the domain space by a prede�
termined cyclic order� In this case� the query pattern
given by the users are not re�ected in organizing the
�le� Alternatively� we can say that squares or regular
hyperrectangles are always assumed to be given�

In general� query conditions rarely specify equal�
sized intervals for each attribute referred to� rather�
those having large range intervals are likely to be

�Since all of the attributes mentioned in the following sec�
tions are organizing attributes� we simply call them attributes
unless otherwise mentioned�



imposed upon some speci�c attributes� The follow�
ing query illustrates this aspect
 �Find all employ�
ees whose ages are between �� and �� years old and
whose salaries are between ������� and �	�������� In
this query� the ratio of intervals for age and salary be�
comes 	
���� when the same integer domain is used�
In addition� since most of the multidimensional �le
organizations using region�oriented splitting construct
the domain space by using hash functions� the sizes
of the intervals for attributes given in queries become
di�erent in the hash domain after they are mapped by
the hash functions� For example� suppose we map two
attributes whose domain sizes are di�erent from each
other into the same hash domain� Even though the
interval sizes of two attributes speci�ed in a query are
the same in the original domain� they would be quite
di�erent in the hash domain� For these reasons� the
intervals for di�erent attributes of a query are likely to
be very di�erent from one another in the hash domain�

We adopt the de�nition of query region from
Robinson�		� as follows
 �A query can be expressed by
specifying a region� the query region� It is convenient
to think of a region as a cross product of intervals��
According to this de�nition� the query region of an
exact�match query is represented by specifying a sin�
gle point� that of a partial�match query by specifying
full domains for some of the intervals� and �nally� that
of a range query by specifying a partial domain for at
least one interval�

Accordingly� we can interpret query processing as
an operation that retrieves the records included in a
query region of the domain space� Therefore� the prob�
lem of physical database design for multidimensional
�le organizations can be rede�ned as the problem of
minimizing the number of page regions that intersect
with query regions� We de�ne an interval ratio as the
ratio of intervals for the attributes and use it to repre�
sent the shape of a region� Then� we are able to con�
struct an optimal multidimensional �le organization
by determining the optimal interval ratio of page re�
gions� To determine this ratio� we use a query pattern
given by the user� and use the region splitting strategy
that partitions the domain space in such a way that
the interval ratios of page regions are close to those of
query regions� The query pattern can be obtained by
collecting the usage statistics of a database during a
certain time interval�	�� or by analyzing the applica�
tion pro�les provided by database administrators����

� Optimal Condition for Query Pro�
cessing

In this section� we propose the optimal condition for
query processing using the interrelationship between
the shapes of query regions and page regions� In order
to simplify discussions� we use two�dimensional �le or�
ganizations having two organizing attributes� We �rst
present and then prove a basic principle that optimal
query processing is equivalent to minimizing the av�

erage number of page regions intersecting with a sin�
gle query region given at an arbitrary position of the
domain space� We then present the method of deter�
mining the optimal interval ratio of page regions that
minimizes the total number of page regions intersect�
ing with a set of query regions given by the query
pattern� We �rst approach this problem for uniform
distributions of the records in the domain space� and
then extend it to nonuniform distributions�

��� Optimal Interval Ratio of Page Regions
for a Single Query

We show� by Theorem 	� that the number of page re�
gions intersecting with a query region given at an ar�
bitrary position is minimized when the interval ratio
of each page region in the domain space is the same
as that of the query region� regardless of the size of
the page region� �Note that the size of a page region
depends on the density of the record distribution in
that region��

Lemma � If an arbitrary query region q�x� � q�y�
�where q�x� and q�y� are intervals on axes x and y�
respectively� is given in the two�dimensional domain
space� the region where the center point of the query
region intersecting with a page region of size Bi could
be located is minimized when the interval ratio of the
page region is the same as that of the query region�

Proof� Figure 	 shows the shadowed region LQR
where the center point of the query region QR� q�x��
q�y�� intersecting with a page region PRi of size Bi��
pi�x� � pi�y�� can be located� Here� pi�x� and pi�y�
are intervals of the page region on each axis�

Y

X

QRQR

QR QR
p (x)i

p (y)
i

q(x)

q(y)

PR i LQR

Figure 	
 The region where the center point of the
query region intersecting with a page region can be
located�

The size of LQR is obtained as follows


SIZE LQR�pi�x�� pi�y��

� �pi�x� � q�x���pi�y� � q�y�� �	�

Using pi�x� � pi�y� � Bi� we replace pi�y� with Bi
pi�x�

in Eq� �	�


SIZE LQR�pi�x��
Bi

pi�x�
�



� �pi�x� � q�x���
Bi

pi�x�
� q�y��

� Bi �
q�x�Bi

pi�x�
� pi�x� q�y� � q�x� q�y� ���

Thus� the value of pi�x� that minimizes Eq� ��� is

obtained as pi�x� �
q

q�x�
q�y�Bi� Using pi�x� � pi�y� �

Bi� pi�y� �
q

q�y�
q�x�Bi� Hence� the interval ratio of page

region PRi that minimizes SIZE LQR�pi�x�� pi�y�� is
obtained as pi�x� 
 pi�y� � q�x� 
 q�y�� �

Theorem � If a query region QR� q�x� � q�y�� is
given in the two�dimensional domain space partitioned
into page regions� the average number of page regions
intersecting with the query region is minimized when
the interval ratio of each page region is the same as
that of the query region�� Here� a page region may
have an arbitrary size�

Proof� Let DX�DY be the size of the domain space
consisting of n page regions PRi� pi�x� � pi�y��i �
	� ���� n�� and SIZE LQR�pi�x�� pi�y�� be the size of
the region LQR where the center point of the query
region QR� q�x��q�y�� intersecting with a page region
PRi can be located� Then� the probability P �PRi�
that the query region QR intersects with the page re�
gion PRi is as follows


P �PRi� �
SIZE LQR�pi�x�� pi�y��

DX �DY
���

Thus� the expected number of page regions� NP � in�
tersecting with the query region QR is as follows


NP �QR� �
nX
i��

P �PRi�

�

Pn

i�� SIZE LQR�pi�x�� pi�y��

DX �DY
��

Since� by Lemma 	� SIZE LQR�pi�x�� pi�y�� is min�
imized when the interval ratio of a page region PRi

is the same as that of the query region� NP �QR� is
minimized when the interval ratio of each page region
is the same as that of the query region� �

Theorem 	 presents the optimal condition for query
processing for a single query�i�e�� �xed interval ratio��
However� the query pattern given by users consists of
query regions having various interval ratios� We now
discuss the optimal condition for more general case
involving multiple queries�

�We assume that the total number of pages constituting a
two�dimensional �le is constant regardless of the interval ratio
of page regions� Practically� the number of pages constituting a
�le depends on the number of records� the size of a page� and
storage utilization� Since the interval ratio of page regions can
a�ect storage utilization� the number of pages can vary slightly
in principle� However� we ignore this variation assuming the
storage utilization is constant� This assumption is well justi�ed
from the results of extensive experiments in Section ����

��� Optimal Interval Ratio of Page Regions
for Multiple Queries When Records are
Uniformly Distributed

The following Theorem � forms the underlying princi�
ple that determines the optimal interval ratio of page
regions for the query pattern including query regions of
various interval ratios� where the records are uniformly
distributed in the two�dimensional domain space� Un�
der the uniform distribution assumption� every page
region has the same size due to constant density re�
gardless of the position of the domain space�

Lemma � If a one�dimensional domain space is par�
titioned into page intervals�i�e� one�dimensional re�
gions� of the same size p�x�� the average number of
page intervals intersecting with an arbitrary query in�

terval of the size q�x� is � q�x�
p�x� � 	��

Proof� See the reference ���� �

Lemma � If a two�dimensional domain space is par�
titioned into page regions of the same size p�x�� p�y��
the average number of the page regions that intersect
with an arbitrary query region of the size q�x� � q�y�

is � q�x�
p�x� � 	�� q�y�

p�y� � 	��

Proof� See the reference ���� �

Theorem � If a two�dimensional domain space is
partitioned into page regions of the same size p�x� �
p�y�� the optimal interval ratio of a page region that
minimizes the total number of page regions intersect�
ing with n query regions of varying sizes qi�x��qi�y��i
� 	� ���� n� is obtained as p�x� 
 p�y� �

Pn

i�� qi�x� 
Pn

i�� qi�y��

Proof� Let the size of each page region in the domain
space be

p�x�� p�y� � B ���

Then� by Lemma �� the total number of page re�
gions NP �p�x�� p�y�� intersecting with n query regions
qi�x� � qi�y��i � 	� ���� n� is as follows


NP �p�x�� p�y�� �
nX
i��

�
qi�x�

p�x�
� 	��

qi�y�

p�y�
� 	� ���

Substituting p�y� with B
p�x�

in Eq� ���� we obtain

NP �p�x��
B

p�x�
�

�
nX
i��

�
qi�x�

p�x�
� 	��

qi�y� p�x�

B
� 	�

�

Pn

i�� qi�x� qi�y�

B
�

Pn

i�� qi�x�

p�x�

�

Pn

i�� qi�y� p�x�

B
� n ���



The value of p�x� that minimizes NP in Eq� ��� is

obtained as p�x� �

rP
n

i��
qi�x�P

n

i��
qi�y�

B� From Eq� ����

p�y� �

rP
n

i��
qi�y�P

n

i��
qi�x�

B� Thus� the optimal interval ratio

p�x� 
 p�y� is
Pn

i�� qi�x� 

Pn

i�� qi�y�� �

��� Optimal Interval Ratio of Page Regions
for Multiple Queries When Records are
Nonuniformly Distributed

When records are nonuniformly distributed� the den�
sity of a region varies depending on the position in the
domain space� So does the size of a page region since
a page region with a higher density should be smaller
than one with a lower density� For example� Figure �
shows that the page region A having a higher record
density is smaller in size than the page region B having
a lower record density� Since records are not uniformly
distributed in a real database environment� we need to
extend Theorem � for the general case of nonuniform
distributions�

B

A

Figure �
 The size of page regions with a nonuniform
distribution of records�

Normalization of Query Regions
If records are not uniformly distributed� we cannot ob�
tain the optimal interval ratio of page regions by The�
orem � since the number of page regions intersecting
with a query region is a�ected not only by the size
of the query region� but also by the density at the
position of the query region� Thus� in order to prop�
erly compare the size of the query region with that
of page regions� each query region must be weighted
with record density� We de�ne a normalized query re�
gion as the one weighted with the record density at
the position where the query region is given�

A query region q�x� � q�y� containing nr records
is transformed into the normalized query region
q�x�

p
d� q�y�

p
d� where the record density d is given

by nr
q�x��q�y� � That is� the interval ratio of the normal�

ized query region is maintained as the original interval
ratio q�x�

p
d 
 q�y�

p
d � q�x� 
 q�y�� and only the size

of the query region is multiplied by the record density
d� Theorem � forms the underlying principle that de�
termines the optimal interval ratio of page regions for
query regions of various interval ratios� where records
are nonuniformly distributed in the two�dimensional
domain space�

Theorem � Let n query regions of varying sizes
qi�x�� qi�y��i � 	� ���� n�� where the record density of
each query region is di� be given in the two�dimensional
domain space partitioned into page regions of varying
sizes� Then� the optimal interval ratio of page re�
gions that minimize the total number of the page re�
gions intersecting with the query regions is given by
p�x� 
 p�y� �

Pn

i�� qi�x�
p
di 

Pn

i�� qi�y�
p
di� We as�

sume that the interval ratio of all page regions is the
same and includes the same number of records��

Proof� For all page regions of varying sizes in the
two�dimensional domain space� all the normalized page
regions are of the same size� which is equivalent to the
number of records K contained in a page region� Thus�
we represent the normalized page region as

p��x� � p��y� � K ���

Since normalized page regions have the same size and
interval ratio� we use Lemma� to derive the total num�
ber of normalized page regions NP �p��x�� p��y�� inter�
secting with n normalized query regions qi�x�

p
di �

qi�y�
p
di�i � 	� ���� n� as follows


NP �p��x�� p��y��

�
nX
i��

�
qi�x�

p
di

p��x�
� 	��

qi�y�
p
di

p��y�
� 	� ���

As the same method in Theorem �� the optimal in�
terval ratio of normalized page regions p��x� 
 p��y�
becomes

Pn

i�� qi�x�
p
di 


Pn

i�� qi�y�
p
di� Since the

interval ratio of the original page regions is the same
as that of the normalized page regions� the optimal
interval ratio of page regions becomes p�x� 
 p�y� �
p��x� 
 p��y� �

Pn

i�� qi�x�
p
di 

Pn

i�� qi�y�
p
di� �

� Optimal Region Splitting Strategy

In this section� we present a region splitting strategy
that makes the interval ratio of the page regions in two�
dimensional �le organizations as close as possible to
the optimal one determined by the method described
in Theorem ��

In the multidimensional �le organizations using the
region�oriented splitting strategy� when a page over�
�ows due to insertion of a new record� the page region
to which the record belongs splits into two equal�sized
subregions and the records are distributed into two
pages that are allocated for the new subregions� By
choosing the splitting axis that makes the interval ra�
tio of subregions closer to the optimal interval ratio� we
can have the interval ratio of all page regions in the
domain space approach the optimal ratio as regions
split repeatedly�

Let the optimal interval ratio be 	 
 R� In Figure ��
LQRx and LQRy represent the shadowed region where

�This assumption is reasonable since the number of records
in a page is related to the blocking factor	�
 of disk pages�



the center point of a query region QR of q�Rq �having
the optimal interval ratio 	 
 R� could intersect with
one of the subregions split from a page region PR�
p�x�� p�y�� Figure ��a� shows LQRx for choosing the
X axis� and Figure ��b� LQRy for choosing the Y axis�
The sizes of LQRx and LQRy are obtained as follows


SIZE�LQRx� � �p�x��� � q��p�y� � Rq� �	��

SIZE�LQRy� � �p�x� � q��p�y��� � Rq� �		�

R qR
y

LQR

LQR
x

q QR QR

QR

QR QR

QRQR

PRPR

p(x)/2 p(x)q q

Y

XX

Y

p(y)/2
p(y)

(a) Splitting by X axis (b) Splitting by Y axis

Figure �
 The region where the center point of the
query region can intersect with one of subregions split
from a page region�

We have shown� in Lemma 	 of Section �� that the
size of LQR is minimized when the interval ratio of
a page region is the same as that of the query re�
gion� Thus� the interval ratio of the split subregion
gets closer to the optimal interval ratio QR as the size
of LQR gets smaller� Thus� we choose the axis that
makes LQR smaller� to make the split subregion closer
to the optimal interval ratio�

� Design Algorithm

In this section� we present a general algorithm for the
design of optimal con�guration of multidimensional �le
organizations containing N organizing attributes� Al�
gorithm 	 extends the concepts developed for the two�
dimensional �le organizations in Sections � and �

Algorithm � A physical database design algorithm
for multidimensional �le organizations

� Input
	� Query regions
 qi�	�� qi���� � � �� qi�N �

with frequencies fi �i � 	� � � � � n�
�� The number of records in each query region


nri �i � 	� � � � � n�

� Output
The optimal region splitting strategy that mini�
mizes the query processing cost

� Algorithm
	� Normalization of each query region �i �

	� � � � � n�

�	� Calculate record density di for each query
region

di �
nri

qi�	�� qi���� � � �� qi�N �

��� Calculate the interval size q�i�j� for each
axis of the normalized query region
�j � 	� � � � � N �

q�i�j� � qi�j� � d
�

N

i

�� Determination of the optimal interval ratio of
page regions

a�	� 
 a��� 
 � � � 
 a�N �

�
nX
i��

q�i�	�fi 

nX
i��

q�i���fi 
 � � � 

nX
i��

q�i�N �fi

�� Construction of the optimal con�guration for
the multidimensional �le
�Suppose the page region that requires splitting
is p�	�� p���� � � �� p�j�� � � �� p�N ��

Choose the axis j corresponding to

min
��j�N

�
NY
k��

�p�k���j� � a�k��

�
�

where ��j� �

�
	�� if j � k
	 otherwise

�

Algorithm 	 consists of three steps� The �rst step is
normalization of each query region in the given query
pattern�

The next step is determination of the optimal inter�
val ratio of page regions� This optimal interval ratio
is obtained by summing up the normalized intervals of
the query regions for each axis�

The last step is construction of the optimal con�g�
uration for the multidimensional �le� We assume a
query region a�	� � a��� � � � �� a�N � whose interval
ratio is the same as the optimal interval ratio� Then�
for the page region p�	��p���� � � ��p�N � to be split�
we �rst calculate the size of the LQRjs� where LQRj

is the one when the j�th axis is chosen for the splitting
axis� We choose the axis that makes LQR the small�
est� making the interval ratio of the resulting subre�
gion close to the optimal interval ratio� The size of
LQR is �p�	��� � a�	���p��� � a���� � � � �p�N � � a�N ��
if we choose the �rst axis as the splitting axis� �p�	� �
a�	���p������a���� � � � �p�N ��a�N �� if we choose the
second one� and �p�	��a�	���p����a���� � � � �p�N ����
a�N �� if we choose the N th one� This can be easily
understood by extending the two�dimensional case in
Figure � of Section  to the N �dimensional case�

	 Performance Evaluation

In this section� we present the experimental results
of the performance evaluation of query processing us�
ing the proposed region splitting strategy� We use the
MLGF�	� 	�� 	�� as the multidimensional �le organi�
zation� The purpose of the experiments is to prove the
correctness and the usefulness of the proposed tech�
nique� In performing the experiments we vary factors
such as the interval ratios and sizes of query regions�



the interval ratios of page regions� and the distribution
of records� In Section ��	� we describe the environment
for the experiments� In Section ���� we present and an�
alyze the results�

��� Environment for Experiments

Two MLGFs containing 	������ records were built

one with two organizing attributes and the other with
three�

The record distributions used for the two�
dimensional MLGF are �	� uniform distribution� ���
nonuniform distribution� and ��� real data distribu�
tion� Uniform distribution of data� denoted as UU�
has two attributes and the values of each attribute are
uniformly distributed over the range of ������ ����	��
For nonuniform distribution� �ve di�erent data sets
were generated to check the e�ect of record distri�
bution on the optimal interval ratio of page regions�
The values of each attribute take normal distribution
N ��� ��� with a standard deviation � � ������� over
the range of ������ ��� � 	�� By controlling the mean
values for the two attributes� we created �ve distribu�
tions� as shown in Figure � that have di�erent centers
of record concentrations
 �a� NN MM �meaning Nor�
mal Normal Middle Middle� distribution� �b� NN LU
�meaning Normal Normal Left Upper� distribution�
�c� NN RU �meaning Normal Normal Right Upper�
distribution� �d� NN LL �mean�
ing Normal Normal Left Lower� distribution� and �e�
NN RL �meaning Normal Normal Right Lower� dis�
tribution� For real data distribution� a topographi�
cal map data from around the Seoul area was used
as shown in Figure �� The data used for the three�
dimensionalMLGF have a nonuniformdistribution de�
noted as NNN� where the values of each attribute take
the normal distribution N ��� ��� with � � ��� � ���
over the range of ������ ���� 	��

"nn_mm"

�a� NN MM distribution�

"nn_lu"

�b� NN LU distribution�

"nn_ru"

�c� NN RU distribution�

"nn_ll"

�d� NN LL distribution�

"nn_rl"

�e� NN RL distribution�

Figure 
 Five two�dimensional nonuniform distribu�
tions used in the experiments�

To generate the query patterns for the two�
dimensional case� we used interval ratios 	
	� 	
� 	
��
	
	�� 	
��� 	
�� 	
	��� and 	
���� For each of these
intervals� we generated query regions with three dif�
ferent sizes
 �	� large �	���� of the domain space�

"seoul"

Figure �
 Topographical map data from around the
Seoul area used for real data distribution�

ones L	� L�� L� L�� L	�� L��� L�� L	��� and L����
��� medium �	������ of the domain space� ones M	�
M�� M� M�� M	�� M��� M�� M	��� and M����
and ��� small �	������� of the domain space� ones
S	� S�� S� S�� S	�� S��� S�� S	��� and S���� For
the three�dimensional case� we used small �	�������
of the domain space� query regions S	 	 	� S	 � �
S	  	�� S	 � �� and S	 	� ��� that had interval ra�
tios of 	
	
	� 	
�
� 	

	�� 	
�
�� and 	
	�
���� respec�
tively�

��� Experimental Results

In the �rst experiment� we generated two�dimensional
MLGFs with UU distribution with various target in�
terval ratios of page regions� We then measured the
average number of page accesses needed for processing
queries with speci�c interval ratios� The purpose of
this experiment was to con�rm that the average num�
ber of pages accessed by a query region given at an
arbitrary location in the domain space is minimized
when the target interval ratio of page regions equals
that of the query region �Theorem 	 in Section ��	��
Target interval ratios of page regions used for generat�
ing the MLGFs were 	
���� 	
��� 	
	� 	
�� 	
� 	
�� 	
	��
	
��� 	
�� 	
	��� 	
���� 	
�	�� and 	
	��� Query re�
gion types used were M	� M� M	�� M�� and M���
as de�ned in Section ��	� We generated 	��� query re�
gions for each type uniformly in the domain space and
measured the average number of pages accessed for
processing the queries� The results are plotted in Fig�
ure �� where the horizontal axis represents the target
interval ratios of page regions constituting the MLGF�
and the vertical axis the average number of pages ac�
cessed for each type of query regions� As shown in
Figure �� in all of the cases� the best result occurs
when the target interval ratio of page regions is equal
to the interval ratio of the query regions� This result
con�rms the correctness of Theorem 	�

The second experiment was identical to the �rst
one except that it used NN MM distribution� The
purpose of this experiment was to con�rm that The�
orem 	 is correct even when records are nonuniformly
distributed in the domain space� As the same result
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Figure �
 The cost of processing queries of speci�c
types against data having the UU �uniform� distribu�
tion�

of the �rst experiment� the best result occurred when
the target interval ratio of page regions was equal to
the interval ratio of the query regions� Using other dis�
tributions NN LU� NN RU� NN LL� NN RL produced
similar results� This result con�rms the correctness of
Theorem 	 for nonuniform distributions�

In the third experiment� we generated three�
dimensional MLGFs with the NNN distribution with
various target interval ratios of page regions and mea�
sured the average number of page accesses needed for
processing queries with speci�c interval ratios� The
purpose of this experiment was to con�rm that Theo�
rem 	 works for three�dimensional MLGFs� We used
�ve target interval ratios of page regions for generating
the MLGF� 	
	
	� 	
�
� 	

	�� 	
�
�� and 	
	�
����
We used �ve types of query regions S	 	 	� S	 � �
S	  	�� S	 � �� and S	 	� ���� We generated 	���
query regions for each type uniformly distributed in
the domain space� We then measured the average
number of pages accessed for processing queries as in
the second experiment� As shown in Figure �� in all
cases� the best result occurred when the target inter�
val ratio of page regions constituting the MLGF was
equal to the interval ratio of the query regions� This
result shows that the three�dimensional MLGF has the
same tendency as the two�dimensional one� Thus� from
now on� we concentrate only on the results of two�
dimensional cases�

In the fourth experiment� we generated two�
dimensional MLGFs with the UU distribution with
various target interval ratios of page regions as in the
�rst experiment� We then measured the average num�
ber of page accesses needed for processing queries with
mixed interval ratios� The purpose of this experiment
was to con�rm that Theorem �� in Section ���� is cor�
rect when the records are uniformly distributed� The
query pattern used included large query regions L	�
L�� L�� medium ones M�� M	�� M	��� and small
ones S� S��� S���� We generated ten query regions
for each type of large query regions� 	�� for each type
of medium ones� and 	��� for each type of small ones�
All these query regions are uniformly distributed in
the domain space� For this query pattern� using Theo�
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Figure �
 The cost of processing queries of speci�c
types against data having the NNN �three�dimensional
nonuniform� distribution�

rem �� we calculated the optimal interval ratio of page
regions as 	
���� As shown in Figure �� the best re�
sult in our experiment was obtained when the target
interval ratio of page regions constituting the MLGF
was 	
��� which is closest to the optimal interval ratio�
This result justi�es Theorem � for uniformdistribution
of records�
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Figure �
 The cost of processing a query pattern con�
sisting of mixed query types against data having the
UU �uniform� distribution�

In the �fth experiment� we generated two�
dimensional MLGFs with �ve nonuniform distribu�
tions NN LU� NN RU� NN MM� NN LL� and NN RL
with various target interval ratios of page regions� We
then measured the average number of page accesses
needed for processing queries with mixed interval ra�
tios� The purpose of this experiment was to con�rm
the correctness of Theorem �� in Section ���� which in�
volves normalization of query regions for nonuniform
distribution of records� Figure � shows the types and
distribution of query regions constituting the query
pattern used in this experiment� The query pattern
included small query regions S�� S�� S��� S	��� and
S�	�� We generated ��� query regions for each type�
where query regions for each type were allocated dif�
ferent portions of the domain space as shown in Fig�
ure �� From this query pattern� using Theorem ��
we calculated the optimal interval ratios of page re�
gions through normalization of query regions for each
of distributions NN LU� NN RU� NN MM� NN LL�



and NN RL� The results are 	
���	� 	
���� 	
������
	
	���� and 	
������� respectively� As shown in Fig�
ure 	�� the best results were obtained when the target
interval ratios of the MLGF were closest to the opti�
mal ones calculated� This result justi�es Theorem ��

Figure �
 A query pattern consisting of query region
types of di�erent interval ratios where each type is
allocated a di�erent portion of the domain space�
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Figure 	�
 The cost of processing a query pattern in
Figure � consisting of mixed query types against data
having nonuniform distributions of data�

Finally� in the sixth experiment� we compared the
performance of the MLGFs constructed using the pro�
posed region splitting strategy with that of the one
�which we de�ne the canonical MLGF� constructed us�
ing the cyclic splitting strategy �i�e�� target interval ra�
tio � 	
	�� First� we generated eleven two�dimensional
MLGFs with real data shown in Figure � with tar�
get interval ratios of page regions 	
	� 	
�� 	
� 	
��
	
	�� 	
��� 	
�� 	
	��� 	
�	�� 	
�	�� and 	
	��� For
each MLGF� we processed a query pattern consisting
of 	��� medium query regions having the same inter�
val ratio as the target interval ratio� The results were
compared with those of processing the same query pat�
terns in the canonical MLGF� Figure 		 shows the re�
sults� where the horizontal axis represents the interval
ratios of page and query regions� and the vertical axis
the e
ciency ratios� which we de�ne as the ratio of
the costs of processing the same query pattern using
the MLGF over those using the canonical MLGF�

As shown in Figure 		� the more the interval ratio
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Figure 		
 The e�ciency ratio of the MLGF con�
structed by using the proposed physical database de�
sign technique for various interval ratios of query re�
gions�

of query regions deviates from 	
	� the higher the e��
ciency ratio we obtain� We observe that the e�ciency
ratio is as much as ��� for the interval ratio of 	
	���
The performance should be further enhanced for the
query regions having higher interval ratios� This result
proves the e�ectiveness of the proposed region splitting
strategy�


 Conclusions

We have proposed a region splitting strategy for op�
timal construction of multidimensional �le organiza�
tions� We have �rst proved analytically that the num�
ber of page accesses is minimized regardless of record
distributions when the interval ratio of page regions
is equal to the interval ratio of a single given query
region� And then� we have proved� for multiple N �
dimensional query regions qi�	�� qi���� � � � � qi�j��
� � � � qi�N ��i � 	� � � � � n�� we can obtain the optimal
interval ratio of page regions as follows� When the
records are uniformly distributed in the domain space�
the optimal interval ratio of the page regions is the ra�
tio of the summations of the interval sizes of the query
regions for each axis �i�e��

Pn

i���qi�	�� 

Pn

i���qi���� 

� � � 


Pn

i���qi�j�� 
 � � � 

Pn

i���qi�N ��� where qi�j� is
the interval size for the j�th axis of the query qi��
When the records are nonuniformly distributed� the
optimal interval ratio of the page regions is the ratio
of the summations of the interval sizes of the normal�
ized query regions for each axis �i�e��

Pn

i���q
�
i�	�� 
Pn

i���q
�
i���� 
 � � � 


Pn

i���q
�
i�j�� 
 � � � 


Pn

i���q
�
i�N ���

where q�i�j� is the interval size for the j�th axis of the
normalized query q�i��

We also have proposed a region splitting strategy
that makes the interval ratio of the page regions close
to the optimal interval ratio theoretically obtained�
We have performed extensive experiments to validate
the analysis using the MLGF� The experimental re�
sults indicate that the proposed method builds an op�
timalMLGF for any query pattern regardless of record
distributions� As shown in Figure 		� the performance
is enhanced by as much as ��� times over the conven�



tional method using the cyclic splitting strategy for the
query regions having the interval ratio of 	
	��� The
performance should be further enhanced for the query
regions having higher interval ratios� This proves that
the proposed method is very useful for practical appli�
cations�

The performance enhancement provided by the pro�
posed region splitting strategy results from the fact
that query conditions typically impose di�erent inter�
vals for di�erent attributes� The more the shapes of
the query regions deviate from regular hyperrectan�
gles� the more useful the proposed method becomes�
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